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Look At Rate of Change Of Function

I. INTRODUCTION TO CALCULUS

THIS is a document to explain concept of rate of change
of function ,how to approximate functions using this

concept.Also a look at concept of instantaneous rate of change.

A. Distance Measurement Plot
Consider the body moving along a string line.let the x axis

denote the time and y axis denote distance travelled.

It is given that the initial velocity of the object is

Fig. 1. observed data

zero.Based on the observed data we need to find the velocity
at any point of time plot the velocity curve.

We start with measuring average velocity between two
observation points.

We can observe that at t=5 the distance travelled is
recorded as 10 and at t=10 the distance travelled is recorded
as 20 .

Between observation times t=5 and t=10 the distance
travelled is 20-10=10 over a time interval of 5 sec the
distance travelled is 10

similar observation can be made about the intervals from
t=10 to t=15 and t=15 to t=20 etc .

Can we encode the information observed so that the
observed data can be recreated with sufficient degree of
accuracy.

B. Approximation Of Distance Measurement Plot
Instead of storing values of all the points we store the

values of points at some points say t=5,10,15,20.
We know the value of the data at these points exactly ,but
we do not know the value of the distance in interval between

these observation times.

One method would be to assume that value does not
change between these points the value would remain constant
between these points.
Since value of the distance travelled at t=5 is 10 and t=10 is 20
we encode the data as between t=5 and t=10 distance travelled
is 10 we encode the data as distance travelled is 20 between
duration t=10 and t=20 that object remains stationary be t=5
and t=10 and distance travelled remains the same as at t=5
which is 10 units,at t=10 the object moves instantaneously to a
distance of 20 units and remains there in interval t=10 to t=20.

Let us try to recreate the data as per the above scheme
and compare it with the actual data. we can calculate the

Fig. 2. approximation data

error signal to display the difference between the actual and
approximated values We can see that maximum error is 10

Fig. 3. error signal

and minimum error is 0.

We need to check if we can come up with a better
scheme. one immediate was is to increase the number of
data points we observe that our accuracy of encoding would
naturally go up since we know more number of data points
and less number of data points are unresolved
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Fig. 4. more number of data points

C. Concept of Average Velocity

But is there a minimum number of data points that is
sufficient to reconstruct the data.
we are given values at the few data points and how the
observed data varies between observation points,we can
construct the entire signal from the few observed data points.
if we consider the observation points at t=0 and t=5 distance
measured is 0 and 10. total distance of 10 is covered in time
of 5 sec.
from this information we do not know how the distance were
traversed at various points between t=0 and t=5.
it could be possible that at t=0 the body moved instantaneously
to distance of 10 units and remained there till t=5 .It could be
possible that distances were traversed in uniform increments
from t=0 to t=5 in steps of 2 units per unit time.
it could be possible that distances were traversed non
uniformly in the interval,say distance of 4 was traversed
between t=0 to t=4 and distance of 6 was traversed between
t=4 to t=10.
The general concept is that we need to assume the variation
between the known observation points
we make a simplistic assumption that the distance traversed
varies uniformly between the observation points.we know
all the information at observation points and we make
assumption that the distance traversed varies uniformly
between the observation points. since distance travelled with
time is called as velocity.
Thus object moves with uniform velocity between these time
instants.
This uniform velocity is called as the average velocity since
it is uniformly distributed throughout the interval.
The Average velocity is calculated as follows :

v= (s2-s1)/(t2-t1);

v= rate of change of distance with time.

v=4s/4t

D. Object Moving With Uniform Velocity
we calculate the average velocity between various

observation points :-

Interval Distance Time Average Velocity
0-5 10 5 2
5-10 10 5 2
10-15 10 5 2
15-20 10 5 2
20-25 10 5 2

Since the average velocity is same in all the intervals we
can characterize the data completely by just the initial and
final distance and the average velocity.Thus just by knowing
the value of distance at t=0 and t=25 and the average velocity
we can reconstruct the observed data.
The average velocity is the slope of the line segments joining
the various observation points. Since all the observation
points line on the same lie,we can characterize them by
equation y=mx,where m the slope of the line is the average
velocity.

E. Object Moving With Non Uniform Velocity Increments
Let us look at the scenario where the velocity is not uniform

.The distance traversed between the observation points are
different.
Consider the below Observed Data Plot.

Fig. 5. non uniform velocity increments

Interval Distance Time Average Velocity
0-5 10 5 2
5-10 10 5 2
10-15 20 5 4
15-20 30 5 6
20-25 40 5 8

Thus in this case the average velocity is different between
observation points. Hence we would need to store the start
and end observation points and the average velocity between
observation interval to encode the data with no losses, or to
recreate the observed data plot.
we can see that we can recreate any observed data plot
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in which the velocity is uniformly varying between two
observation intervals .These plots are incrementally linear
plot’s Consisting of linear line segments.

F. Object Moving Along Curve With Increasing Velocity
Now let us consider a observed data plot as indicated below,

Fig. 6. Curve

Interval Distance Time Average Velocity
0-5 2.5 5 0.5
5-10 7.5 5 1.5
10-15 12.5 5 2.5
15-20 17.5 5 3.5
20-25 22.5 5 4.5

Again we know the information of the observed data at
observation intervals
We assume that the data varies uniformly between the obser-
vation times.
From the plot and the tabular date we can see that the average
velocity is not the same in observed time intervals.
We can see that the average velocity increases by 1 units/time
in each of the time intervals.
The Average velocity increases uniformly during each time
intervals.
Again we do not have information about the actual data
between the observation points.
We have said that the average velocity increases in each
observation interval but we do not have information how
the average velocity increases in the interval,does it increase
uniformly or increases instantaneously .
As with distance we go ahead with the assumption that the
average velocity increases uniformly.
Change in velocity of object can be called as acceleration.In
this case the object moves along a curved path with uniform
acceleration (uniform velocity increments) .
Let us recreate the data plot with the observation made and
compare the results. We can see that the approximation and
actual data plot are not equal. The distance travelled is not
uniform manner between the observation points.
Hence with current information we cannot recreate the plot
exactly ,but we can recreate it approximately .
The error in this case is smaller than the staircase approxima-
tion.
But there is error,line in case of incrementally linear plots,it
is not possible to recreate the plots with zero error.
Let us get a measure of error between the two plots.

Fig. 7. reconstruction of curve

we will measure error as the absolute area under the error
curve.
First we will plot the error signal,as the difference between
the actual and approximated plots,

Fig. 8. error signal

we can see that the error signal is small,and reduces as time
increases,
we use the maximum error for our measurement ie in interval
from t=0 to t=5 sec
we can see that error signal is sinusoidal in nature between
t=0 and t=5 sec and the period of oscillation is 10 sec.
Area under the curve=10/pi;
Let us increase the number of observation points and check
the error
Below is the plot for error signal
error signal is again sinusoidal in nature,with peak error value
of 0.1630 which is less that the earlier case and time period
of oscillation of 2.5 sec. frequency of oscillation of error
signal increases,as we have taken the observation points closer
together.
calculating the area under the curve of error signal
Area under the curve is =5/pi
Thus as we doubled the number of observation points the area
under the error curve reduces by 2.
Hence we can say that effectively error is halved
if we keep on increasing the observation points,the error will
keep on reducing
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Fig. 9. plot with double observation points

Fig. 10. error signal plot

Since we described the average velocity as the slope of the
line joining observation points,
In effect we are approximating a curve with line segments
with this approach,
more the number of observation points better is the approxi-
mation
by taking points closer and closer the curve can be approxi-
mated by line segments with required degree of accuracy.
average velocity is the rate of change of the function or the
slope of the line segment during the observation interval.
Lesser the distance between the observation points ,error
decreases and better is the approximation

Interval Distance Total Average vel
0-2.5 0.625 0.625 0.25
2.5-5 1.875 2.5 0.75
5.7.5 3.125 5.625 1.25
7.5-10 4.375 10 1.75
10-12.5 5.625 15.625 2.25

We need to check if any function and be approximated using
this approach Are there any constraints for this approach.
Thus we have developed the concept the average rate of change
or average velocity to approximate the given data using a finite
number of observation points.

G. Instantaneous Rate of Change

Instantaneous rate of change is the rate of change over a
very small interval
if we keep on reducing the interval and calculate the average

velocity over this small interval we will obtain the instanta-
neous velocity.Average velocity is only dependent on the initial
and final position under assumption that nature velocity incre-
ments between the intervals are unknown. Average velocity is
define for given start and end observation instants describing
the absolute change in velocity wrt distance traversed within
the interval.
Instantaneous velocity on the other hand will provide in-
formation on how the velocity changes over small sections
of observation interval indicating how velocity changes over
small intervals.
Instantaneous velocity can be calculated at each instant of
the interval. Let us consider instantaneous velocity at point
t=10.We will consider a very small interval about t say t-0.005
and t+0.005 and find the average velocity over this interval

value displacement value velocity
9.95 0.05 9.002 1.995
9.96 0.04 9,202 1.996
9.97 0.04 9.401 1.997
9.98 0.02 9.960 1.998
9.99 0.01 9.980 1.999
10.01 0.01 10.02 2.001
10.02 0.02 10.04 2.002
10.03 0.03 10.0601 2.003
10.04 0.04 10.0802 2.004
10.05 0.05 10.1003 2.005

we can see that as we take smaller intervals about t=10,the
value of the average velocity approaches the value 2.As we
take a smaller interval about t=10,value of average velocity
gets closer to 2.
Thus we can say from the above data that instantaneous
velocity at t=10 is 2
We can calculate the same at t=20

value displacement value velocity
19.95 0.05 39.8002 3.995
19.96 0.04 39.8402 3.996
19.97 0.04 39.8801 3.997
19.98 0.02 39.9200 3.998
19.99 0.01 39.9600 3.999
20.01 0.01 40.2003 4.001
20.02 0.02 40.1602 4.002
20.03 0.03 40.1201 4.003
20.04 0.04 40.0800 4.004
20.05 0.05 40.0400 4.005

we again obtain the same value for the instantaneous velocity
about point t=20 as 2.
We can check that for the given curve instantaneous velocity
at any point is 2.
Since Average velocity was slope of line joining two points
of the interval So is the instantaneous velocity ,
Let us plot the line segments taking smaller intervals each
time
we can see that slope of the line starts with 2 the average
velocity and keeps on increasing as we keep taking intervals
closer to point t=20.
geometrically we can observe that secant approaches a tangent.
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Fig. 11. average velocity

we can see that in the instantaneous velocity plot we have take
such a small interval about t=20,that it appears the line only
meets the curve at one single point,
As we take smaller intervals,slope keeps on increasing and
gets closer and close to value of 4
This value is called the slope of the tangent line at point t=20;
Tangent line can be defined as slope of the secant line as we
take points closer and closer to desired point at which required
tangent is to found. Thus instantaneous or average velocity are

Fig. 12. instantaneous velocity

slopes of lines. average velocity is slope of secant line which
joins the two points on the curve.
The Instantaneous velocity is slope of the tangent line or
slope of secant line over a very small interval as the interval
approaches to zero length.
we successfully calculate the average velocity taking smaller
and smaller intervals to obtain or estimate instantaneous ve-
locity.

H. Introduction to Sequences and Limits
we can see that as we take points closer to t=20 and calculate

the average velocity
we obtain average velocity as 3.9860 3.9870 3.9880 3.9890
3.9900 3.9910 3.9920 3.9930 3.9940 3.9950 3.9960 3.9970
3.9980 3.9990.
These can be considered as numbers on the real line.
The numbers can be considered as increasing sequence on the
real line
Similarly we obtain the average velocity taking points just

above the point t=20. 4.0160 4.0150 4.0140 4.0130 4.0120
4.0110 4.0100 4.0090 4.0080 4.0070 4.0060 4.0050 4.0040
4.0030 4.0020 4.0010
Again we obtain a set of points on the real line.
These can be considered as decreasing sequence on the real
line.
In both the cases the value approaches the value 4.
Value 4 is called limit of sequence
we will use the above concept to formalize the definition of
limit of a sequence.
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